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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
The generation of new knowledge, or Discovery, rests at the heart of a research university with the 
pathways and methods to Discovery well understood for faculty and graduate students. While many UC 
Berkeley undergraduates also engage in research, creative efforts, community-engaged fieldwork and 
entrepreneurial endeavors, the campus possessed an incomplete picture of how an undergraduate 
student’s coursework, co-curricular activities and extracurricular engagement led them to a “Discovery 
Experience”, in which students are challenged to question, design, implement, and iterate toward 
a thoughtful and creative culminating product.  
 
Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost Paul Alivisatos and Vice Chancellor of Undergraduate Education 
Catherine Koshland commissioned a Discovery survey to better understand how each academic unit 
currently defines the “Discovery Learning” that leads to cumulative Discovery Experiences for its 
undergraduate students. In particular, the survey asked how a department’s curriculum supports a 
student’s arc of Discovery -- moving from the introduction of Discovery concepts in the discipline to 
those that develop and refine, and finally to mastery-- as well as to identify curricular gaps that currently 
exist. The survey results demonstrate the breadth and depth of how Discovery currently exists within 
undergraduate majors. 
 
To facilitate Discovery Learning, faculty use a variety of pedagogical features in their courses, for 
example hands-on activities and projects, tackling real-world problems and applications, and 
posing unanswered questions in the field.  
 
Departments also identified “Discovery Learning Courses” that were intentionally designed to provide 
students with Discovery Learning opportunities. Results show that, upon graduation, 70% of freshman 
entrants and 67% of transfer entrants have taken at least one “Mastery”-level Discovery 
Learning Course during their undergraduate tenure at Berkeley. When adding data from a 
January 2017 campus survey examining capstone offerings in the curriculumi, 78% of freshman entrants 
and 71% of transfer entrants take a Mastery-level Discovery Learning course or a capstone. When 
adding all 199 “independent study” courses (not just those that were identified by departments as 
Discovery Learning courses), participation grows to 79% of freshman entrants and 72% of transfer 
entrants.  
 
Top reasons for limited Discovery Learning Course offerings at the mastery-level have to do with too 
many students in the major and not enough faculty to provide students with a capstone 
experience and mentoring. Because Discovery Experiences are robust independent or team-based 
projects, departments want to allocate extensive mentoring and guidance to the corresponding courses.      
 
It is important to note that Discovery also happens outside of the formal curriculum, and having a lower 
number of Discovery Learning Course offerings does not correlate to a limited arc of Discovery for an 
undergraduate student. Departments extend capacity for Discovery Learning beyond the curriculum 
through opportunities such as internships, faculty/graduate student mentorship, working in 
faculty lab, research centers, student clubs/groups, Undergraduate Research Apprentice 
Program (URAP), and study abroad or other off-campus programs. 
 
While an honors thesis or research in a lab represent the traditional view of a Discovery Experience, 
broad campus conversations extended our conception of what a Discovery Experience can be. It can be 
a traditional senior thesis demonstrating original research or an original creative work, performed in 
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front of an audience. It could be undertaking a community-based field project or creating a business plan 
and launching a company. In each case, as part of a Discovery Experience, students would: 

• Engage in critique and revision of their work to derive new meaning or deeper understanding 
• Face challenges of project conceptualization, design, planning and implementation 
• Contend with failure 
• Develop an understanding for the larger context and for the purpose of the project 
• Experience mentorship 
• Engage with the project for a sustained period of time 
• Produce a culminating product/performance 
• Experience a broadened understanding of their interests, potential and future 

 
Students across campus are engaging with their departments and in co-curricular spaces to discover 
exciting ways to apply their learning through research, community-engagement, field studies, creative 
endeavors and entrepreneurial activities. 
 
EVCP Alivisatos and VC Koshland call on departments to imagine a culminating project outside of 
the traditional form, and examine how it can be done at scale. How can we offer each 
undergraduate student the opportunity to be immersed in a reflective culminating project that 
demonstrates the Discovery Learning that is a part of every stage of their arc of Discovery here at 
Berkeley?  
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BACKGROUND AND STRUCTURE 
1. Background 
Sponsored by EVCP Paul Alivisatos and VCUE Catherine Koshland, this survey was initiated to find out 
how the undergraduate curriculum supports students in seeking the most transformative forms of 
scholarly and experiential learning, or “Discovery Learning.”  This learning is part of a student’s arc of 
Discovery, defined as their coursework, co-curricular activities and extracurricular engagement while at 
UC Berkeley, and culminating in a final project or product, a “Discovery Experience.” 
 
The Discovery discussion began in Spring 2017 with four open forums for faculty, staff, undergraduates, 
graduate students and postdocs, hosted by EVCP Alivisatos, then the Vice Chancellor of Research, and 
VC Koshland. Participants were invited to give feedback on this initiative and discuss how to best define, 
catalyze, administer, fund and mentor the arc of Discovery. Next, summer working groups were 
convened with the intention of further developing a vision for a campus effort to expand opportunities 
for these transformative experiences. The facilitators presented EVCP Alivisatos and VC Koshland with 
a synthesis of the working groups’ ideas, which was then further developed into a vision that could be 
shared with other campus leaders. The project sponsors solicited input from deans, chairs, and faculty 
on campus to help develop the Discovery vision within the framework of Chancellor Christ’s priorities.  
 
The project sponsors knew that many majors already integrate Discovery Learning into their 
curriculum. They also knew that how this Discovery Learning is manifested can vary across degrees, 
departments, schools and colleges. The culminating Discovery Experiences are also as different as the 
learning that leads student to them. A Discovery Experience can be the more traditional lab or seminar-
based research culminating in a senior thesis. It can also be a hands-on community-based project 
followed up with a seminar focused on reflection. It can be a capstone design project or creating or 
performing original work. What became clear is that there are many different types of experiences that 
can be categorized as Discovery, yet there is no inventory of which majors offer Discovery Learning as 
part of the curriculum, how this learning is scaffolded, and what the nature of the Discovery Experiences 
are. Hence, this Discovery survey. 
 
The goal of this survey is to understand how each academic unit defines Discovery Learning for its 
undergraduate majors, learn how its curriculum supports such experiences, and identify gaps. Is there a 
formal sequence of courses that lead a student through levels of introductory, development and 
mastery, culminating in a final project or experience? Is there a single course that engages students in 
Discovery Learning?  Examples arising from this survey will reflect the creativity and ingenuity of the 
curricula in the departments that offer them. 
 
This survey focused on capturing how the undergraduate major curricula supports Discovery. 
Undergraduate minors and certificate programs, extra-curricular programs and other campus initiatives 
do have Discovery components, however, these offerings were outside of the scope of this survey. 
 
The data gathered in this exploratory survey are intended to be used in many ways, including to: 

• further define the range of available Discovery Experiences, as well as clarify the 
characteristics of Discovery Learning.  

• help departments learn from one another, offering examples to those who are looking for a 
scalable model to adopt and allowing innovative curricular scaffolding to be shared widely.  

• show what is already being done across departments in the area of Discovery. 
• work collaboratively with the Deans to build enthusiasm, to identify gaps and challenges, 

shape investment in the curriculum, and to think creatively about how to increase access 
to Discovery.  

• inform the creation of a narrative around this transformative learning to better tell a story 
to the philanthropic community.  
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2. Target Population and Response Rate 
Launched on January 19, 2018, the survey targeted all 63 departments, professional schools and 
interdisciplinary programs that deliver a total of 107 bachelor's degrees. All Department Chairs and 
Undergraduate and Interdisciplinary Studies Program Directors were invited to complete the survey, to 
capture the detailed curricular information available at the departmental level. It remained open for 6 
weeks and achieved a 100% response rate. 
 
3. Project Team 
The survey was developed over four months by the Survey Development Working Group, whose 
membership included Amber Machamer and Jeff Royal (Office of Planning & Analysis), Yukiko Watanabe 
(Center for Teaching and Learning), Cindy Bumgarner and Leslie Harlson (Office of the Vice Chancellor 
for Undergraduate Education) and Verna Bowie (Office of the Vice Chancellor for Research). Yukiko 
Watanabe and Leslie Harlson continued on in the Survey Analysis Team, joined by Audrey Thomas 
(Office of the Vice Chancellor for Undergraduate Education) and two PhD students selected by the 
Graduate Student Assessment Fellows Program: David Bratt (East Asian Literature & Culture) and 
Enrique Valencia Lopez (Graduate School of Education).  
 
4. Analysis  
The quantitative course data in the survey went through extensive data clean-up to accurately merge 
them with enrollment data in CalAnswers for student headcount analysis. Stata was used for the 
quantitative descriptive analysis. Open-ended qualitative data were double-coded in Dedoose by two 
coders for reliability and discrepancies between the coders were discussed for code agreement. The 
codes were developed initially based on survey constructs derived from campus-level discussion as well 
as literature and peer institutions’ samples on Discovery in undergraduate education (see Appendix A) 
and were revised iteratively with multiple pilot-tests and code applications.  
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SURVEY INSTRUMENT 
The survey instrument had four sections with both open- and closed-ended questions. The entire 
instrument is found in Appendix C. Following is an overview of the topics covered in each section. 
 
Section 1: Defining “Discovery Learning” 
Asks about Discovery Learning at the department level and for a narrative about the progression of 
learning towards Discovery Experiences.  

• Define Discovery Learning in the department/unit 
• Describe how students develop or progress towards Discovery Experiences 

 
Section 2: Recent Curricular Efforts 
The questions in this section are aligned to WSCUC (accreditation body WASC Senior College and 
University Commission) mid-cycle review and asks about any recent curricular redesign work related to 
Discovery Learning (assessment methods, needs and impact, and modification based on methods). The 
results of this section will be used for WSCUC reporting and are not included in this report. 
 
Section 3: Undergraduate Curriculum that Supports Discovery Learning 
The most intensive section asked respondents to identify undergraduate courses that were intentionally 
designed to provide students with Discovery Learning opportunities in the majors offered by that 
department. Respondents selected from a pre-populated list of courses, pulled from the Berkeley Guide 
and Cal Answers. This course list included any course offered by that department more than once 
within the past five academic years. They were then prompted to enter any courses missing from that 
pre-populated list or other discovery-related courses that are part of their major’s degree requirements, 
but offered outside that department.  
 
Next, for each of the courses they selected, respondents were prompted to indicate: 

1. Level of Discovery Learning: Introductory, develop and refine, or mastery. 
2. Type of degree requirement: Lower-division prerequisite, Upper-division core requirement, 

Elective requirement, Enrichment/breadth course or Other. 
3. Type of project/work that course supports:  

a. Research: Systematic inquiry or investigation into a subject in order to discovery or 
revise facts, theories, applications, etc. 

b. Creative work: Includes creating visual, performing, film or literary arts or design 
projects such as architecture or bio-inspired design. 

c. Community engagement/field studies: Collaborative projects with community 
partners outside the university on broad social issues and interests, and/or opportunity 
to apply knowledge gained in the class to practice in the field. 

d. Entrepreneurial: Entrepreneurship experiences that support student innovators in 
entrepreneurship, commercialization of research, and advancing startups.  

 
Open-ended questions in Section 3 asked if there are: 

• courses intentionally connected or sequenced to build student learning 
• gaps in the types and levels of Discovery Learning. 
• limitations to offering mastery level Discovery Learning opportunities to all students in the 

major. 
 
Section 4: Co-/extra-curricular Opportunities for Discovery Learning 
The final section covered Discovery Learning outside the classroom and asked about:  

• departmental efforts outside of the classroom where students engage in Discovery Learning. 
• forums or opportunities where students present their Discovery Learning project. 
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FINDINGS 
 

A. The Nature of Discovery Learning 
 
In order to define what qualifies as a Discovery Experience and what doesn’t, the campus needs to first 
understand the nature of Discovery Learning in disciplines and examine its common and unique features. 
Therefore, departments were asked how they would define Discovery for undergraduate majors in the 
department and what students will be able to do or value as a result of engaging in a Discovery 
Experience by the end of a degree program (i.e., learning outcomes of Discovery at the degree level). To 
serve as a prompt for disciplinary-specific definitions, the survey identified four general types of 
Discovery:  
   
• Research: Systematic inquiry or investigation into a subject in order to discover or revise facts, 

theories, applications, etc. 
• Creative work: Includes creating visual, performing, film or literary arts or design projects such as 

architecture or bio-inspired design. 
• Community engagement/field studies: Collaborative projects with community partners 

outside the university on broad social issues and interests, and/or opportunity to apply knowledge 
gained in the class to practice in the field. 

• Entrepreneurial: Entrepreneurship experiences that support student innovators in 
entrepreneurship, commercialization of research, and advancing startups.  

 
Discovery Learning definitions not only appeared in section one of the survey, but across survey 
sections. Therefore, it is important to note that the qualitative findings on Discovery types encompass 
not only curricular but also co-curricular offerings, and need to be distinguished from the findings of the 
course-by-course Discovery type reported in Section B.2. of this report.   
 
1. Defining Discovery Learning  

SURVEY QUESTION: How would you describe what “discovery” is for undergraduate students in your department? 
What will students be able to do or value as a result of engaging in a “discovery experience” by the end of the degree 
program?  

 
All undergraduate degree administering departments (N = 62ii) identified Research as a mode 
of Discovery Learning in their curriculum (see Table 1). Community Engagement and Field Studies 
(40% and 13% respectively, 53% in total) was the next most commonly identified type. Six departments 
in Arts and Humanities Division mentioned study abroad as an important component of the 
undergraduate degree program and they were coded under Community Engagement. A smaller 
proportion of departments described learning related to Creative (26%) and Entrepreneurial (10%) 
work. Within Creative, all six Arts and Humanities departments engage students in performance and 
creative arts projects and 10 departments in other divisions (e.g., Engineering, CED) engage students in 
design research or projects.  
 
While 21 out of 62 departments reported offering only one of the four types of discovery, 31 
departments reported offering two types (Research + Community/Field or Research + Creative), 10 
departments touch three types, and two departments (Chemical & Biomolecular Engineering and 
Industrial Engineering & Operations Research) provide all four types of Discovery Learning in their 
degree program (see Table B1 in Appendix B for Discovery Type identified from open-ended responses 
for each department).  
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Table 1. Discovery type identified from curricular and co-curricular descriptions 

 Total # of 
departments 

 

Research 
 
 

Community Engagement 
& Field Studies 

Creative 
 

Entrepre-
neurship 

 
Community 
engagement  

Field 
research 

L&S A&H 19 19 10  2 6 -- 

L&S SS 13 13 6  2 --  -- 

Engineering 7(+1ii) 7 1 -- 6 2 

L&S MPS 5 5 
 

1 -- -- 

CNR 4 4 2  1 -- 1 

CED 3 3 3 -- 2 -- 

L&S Administered 3 3 2 -- 1 1 

L&S Undergrad  3 3 -- -- -- -- 

Chemistry 2 2 1 -- 1 1 

L&S BS 2 2 (+1) 1 -- -- 

Haas 1 1 (+1) 1 -- 1 

TOTAL 62 62 (100%) 25 (40%) 8 (13%) 16 (26%) 6 (10%) 
             
           
Individual departments’ definitions of Discovery Learning showed how Research blends with other types 
of Discovery Learning both within and outside of the classroom. Students in the Department of 
Bioengineering, for example, experience a blend of Research, Creative, and Entrepreneurship. The 
department offers robust co-curricular opportunities (summer programs and internships) that 
complements BioE research and design courses and facilitates undergraduate students to further pursue 
research and design projects. The Berkeley Biodesign Immersion Experience (NIH-funded) is a summer 
program where 3rd and 4th year students are “embed[ed] in clinical specialties and observe clinical 
activities, acquire the communication skills necessary to interact with clinicians, and identify unmet needs 
that will subsequently be addressed in biomedical design projects in future BioE 192 [capstone design] 
courses…The program provides a protected training period for students to innovate around open 
biomedical problems through invention, prototyping, and testing of new technologies, diagnostics, and 
therapies.” Similarly, teams of students in BioE 190/290 A/B course “discover and validate sponsor needs 
and continually build iterative prototypes to test whether the problem and solution are understood. 
Teams take a hands-on approach requiring close engagement with nonprofits, researchers and 
government agency end-users.”  
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Figure 1. Cognitive and dispositional Discovery Learning outcome types 

 
 
 
 
 
 
       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Independent thinker, critical thinking, 
skepticism:  
We avoid "black box" equipment and 
"cookbook" procedures and instill a deep 
skepticism of such approaches by illustrating 
the pitfalls of using such tools without an 
understanding of their underlying principles. 
(Astronomy) 

Build a case, rationalize, argue:  
Learn to conduct research, i.e. to gather and 
evaluate evidence relating to a hypothesis and 
construct an argument using it, and they learn to 
assess the validity of evidence-based 
argumentation conducted by others.  
(Italian Studies)  

Reflective:  
Students discover their voices as informed, critical, 
and self-reflexive interpreters of culture. (Spanish & 
Portuguese) 
 
…empower the students to think for themselves 
through particular issues (such as religious identity, 
migration, social stratification, etc.) and to make 
connections to their own lives and present-day affairs. 
(South & South East Asia)  

Disciplinary mindset, culture:  
By the end of the program, 
students learn how to look at 
the world through an 
anthropological gaze, a process 
that involves a range of 
discoveries about the person's 
interactions with and critical, 
multi-scalar, analysis of the 
world around them. 
(Anthropology) 
 
They learn what it means to 
“do” philosophy. (Philosophy) 

Responsible, ethical:  
Analyze and evaluate the role of science in shaping 
social forces, and being shaped by them. 
(Geography) 
 
…the ability to frame questions creatively and to 
consider multiple perspectives along with a deep and 
practical appreciation for the ethical responsibilities 
of business leadership. (Haas) 
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Many departments articulated cognitive Discovery Learning outcomes (see the 20 types corresponding 
to blue bars in Figure 1) related to competencies necessary to engage in research, such as 
synthesize theories, identify problems and needs for problem-solving, gather and analyze data, perform 
analytic and research techniques, articulate social impact and broad significance of research, and 
communicate effectively. Additionally, ability to collaborate in a group/team, research community, or 
with internal and external stakeholders were key features of Discovery Learning described by many 
departments, especially for Community Engagement and Entrepreneurial. 
 
Besides cognitive (knowledge and skills) aspects required of Discovery, departments also articulated 
dispositional features (see the 11 types of dispositional outcomes highlighted in gold bars in Figure 1). 
Dispositional Discovery learning outcomes included collaborative attitude (and skills), become an 
independent thinker (critical thinking, information literacy, etc.), responsible and ethical behaviors and 
attitudes, etc. For example, IEOR offers entrepreneurship courses that engage students in “repetitive 
self-reflection, mentoring, cases studies, project work mindsets and behaviors…Examples of behaviors 
and mindsets include developing trust, accretive negotiation, applied usage of story narrative, value for 
diversity, lowering of social barriers, paying forward, failure tolerance, broader collaboration.” 
 
Here are exemplary cases of how departments defined the nature of Discovery Learning at the mastery-
level (i.e., at the time of graduation), for each of four types: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Research 
 

CASE STORY: Political scientists seek to make sense of complex world events, such as elections, public 
policies, wars, and revolutions. Central to this undertaking is the ability to process large amounts of 
information and to distill it into clear analytical claims. Students in the major learn to separate the wheat 
from the chaff, to distinguish incidental facts from crucial data, and to assess the quality of evidence 
and the persuasiveness of causal inferences drawn from that evidence. They learn to not only defend 
their own argument, but also to present and debunk alternatives. 
 

CASE STORY: In Classics there are multiple subject areas. Students who study classical philosophy, [for 
example], will discover that there are only questions: perennial questions, reiterated in new ways by 
new generations. Through reading and discussing the way these questions have been framed and answered by 
ancient philosophers, they will develop respect for difficult ideas and they will learn to ask themselves 
what they think, as the individuals they are, both about how humans do live in the world, and how they 
should live. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Creative 
 

CASE STORY (Performance Arts): The Music Department’s curriculum develops and expresses students’ 
creativity in a variety of ways. Students can: Discover their unique voice by creating a musical composition 
under the guidance of departmental faculty. Collaborate with the staff of the Center for New Music and 
Audio Technologies to develop cutting-edge media technology. Pick the repertoire and plan the logistics for 
concerts put on by different student ensembles. 

 

CASE STORY (Design Research/Projects): Studios lie at the core of the curriculum in the Department of 
Landscape Architecture and Environmental Planning. Fundamental studios teach student to observe and 
evaluate the landscape, research precedents, interpret those findings and precedents in physical models and 
drawings, conceptualize landscape plans based on those models and drawings, and then translate concepts 
into design proposals. Mid-level studios focus on the integration of science ecological, social, and spatial into 
design and planning proposals. Projects can vary in scale from hundreds of acres to a city block but in each case 
students must grapple with the functional and not just the expressive implications of the underlying 
science, as well as aesthetics.  Advanced studios allow students to explore a conceptual and spatial 
synthesis of social, ecological, and aesthetic goals, robust analytics, explicit strategies of topography and 
materials, and authoritative articulation in verbal and graphical forms…We were discovery when 
discovery was not cool. 
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Several departments articulated how Discovery Learning looks different or takes place in different 
spaces depending on the track that students pursue within their department. In Classics, for example, 
students pursuing the archeological track undertake Discovery Learning in the field, by putting 
their study of archaeological methods into practice in labs on the Berkeley campus, and at excavations in 
Greece and Italy. Students pursuing the philosophy track, on the other hand, experience Discovery 
Learning in the classroom. By reading treatments of seminal philosophical texts in Greek and Latin, 
these students understand the cultural context from which modern “big ideas” have emerged.  
 
 
2. How can we facilitate Discovery Learning? 
 
When describing characteristics of learning in Discovery, 49 departments mentioned ways they engage 
students in Discovery Learning. Close mentorship by faculty or graduate students (n = 34) and hands-
on activities and projects (n = 25) were the top two salient features to facilitate Discovery Learning (see 
Figure 2). Haas Business School offers a cluster of experiential learning courses with hands-on activities: 
“Providing students with hands-on exposure to real-world business situations is an essential ingredient in 
shaping innovative leaders. Experiential activities are a required part of our coursework. These courses not 

Community Engagement & Field Studies 
 
CASE STORY (Community Engagement): The School of Social Welfare provides engaged scholarship 
opportunities wherein students select community agencies with which to partner and conduct voluntary 
service with supervision provided by agency staff.  Students enrolled in community service engage in a 
reflective exercise to integrate their knowledge of social welfare history, values, and ethics, social welfare 
policy and practice, and their activities in support of vulnerable community members. 
 

CASE STORY (Field Research/Studies): The Earth and Planetary Science Department uses its 
endowment to support and encourage field research for all of its students. Geology majors, for example, learn 
techniques for mapping and field observation in the Berkeley hills; they then apply what they have 
learned in a four-week field project in which they are expected to create a map that answers a 
scientific question that they have formulated. Students have the opportunity to share their research 
with their classmates and teachers in a student forum at the end of the semester. 
 

 
 

Entrepreneurial 
 

CASE STORY: One way the School of Public Health makes Discovery Learning possible is through the 
donor-funded Fung Fellowship. “It is a unique program that shapes a new generation of entrepreneurial 
leaders who are focused on transforming health and wellness. A diverse cohort of undergraduate students 
participate in cross-disciplinary, experience-based curriculum that integrates design thinking and an 
immersive community and industry experience. Fellows work in teams to develop technology 
solutions to address the real-world public health challenges facing at-risk populations.” 
 

CASE STORY: Haas Business School focuses on values-driven leadership with a bold effort to redefine 
the business school graduate as someone equipped not only with rigorous training in the traditional core 
business disciplines, but also with critical thinking skills the ability to frame questions creatively and 
to consider multiple perspectives along with a deep and practical appreciation for the ethical 
responsibilities of business leadership.  Students will graduate with a comprehensive understanding of 
innovation ready to start their own company, lead innovation inside an established firm, or 
contribute to a social-impact venture.  For example, in entrepreneurship, the course focus is no longer 
on the business plan but rather on getting out of the building to test hypotheses about the business with real 
or potential clients. 
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only offer instruction about all aspects of general management, they include strong innovative leadership 
components. Our experiential learning courses reflect the diversity of ways of thinking about innovation that 
characterize Berkeley-Haas.” Together with small seminar-style pedagogy, hands-on projects tend to require 
more faculty and graduate student instructor mentorship and engagement. 
 
Figure 2. Pedagogical features of Discovery Learning  

 
 
Some departments (n = 10) have faculty introduce real-world problems and applications and pose 
unanswered questions in the field. For example, Physics students in upper division capstone courses tackle 
on modern physics problems: “Physics 111A and 111B are advanced courses that provide a hands-on 
introduction to modern physics and to modern experimental techniques, serving as a capstone to the 
program. It is in 111A and 111B that we see how well the students are able to bring together all the material 
they have learned in courses and apply it to real physics problems that are in many cases completely new to 
them. This is where students learn they have become physicists, and develop confidence to go on to the next 
stage of their careers.” In Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering department, students are challenged 
with design projects from the freshman year and in increasing difficulty across curriculum: “Design begins with 
our introductory course in which students use mathematical, graphical, and dimensional tools to conduct an 
original design IN THEIR FRESHMAN YEAR. This project is done in teams. Similarly, a design project is 
included in each of the following core courses in our program, with escalating levels of difficulty, subtlety, and 
use of engineering tools.”  
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History: We remain firmly committed to the notion that you 
cannot graduate with a history degree from UC Berkeley 
unless, in addition to knowing a lot about history, you have a 
guided and mentored experience of actually doing history. 
 
Nuclear Engineering: We are currently in the process of 
redesigning the lab classes to tailor them more to the 
students‘ needs. We utilize the 1:1 interaction with students 
to evaluate what works and what doesn't. Small groups of 
students and the interaction with them is key.  
 
TDPS: We added a new type of performance experience for 
students called Workshop Productions. These productions 
can be completed with an Honors Project or students can 
apply to do a Workshop unrelated to an Honors project. Here 
is the basic rubric:  3-4 Units for Directors/Choreographers 
(H195/honors or 196 non-honors) and 2 units for participants 
(171). Workshop productions are selected via committee 
through a proposal process, and the slots are available to  
undergraduate students on a competitive basis. Workshops 
require a faculty mentor. 
 
Rhetoric: Our primary emphasis in discovery programs has 
been focused traditionally on the undergraduate thesis, which 
provides an important experience for a high number of our 
majors. We conduct a monthly workshop led by our Faculty  
Undergraduate Advisor to mentor and  to support the high 
number of undergraduates pursuing this experience. We are 
very proactive with faculty in providing maximal input 
throughout the process of writing. 

n = number of departments 
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3. How do we know when Discovery Learning took place?  
 
Fifty-two departments indicated at least one type of student product that captures mastery-level 
Discovery Learning in the curriculum. Close to half of the departments (n = 30, 48%) said honors 
thesis or thesis as the culminating project for a students’ arc of discovery. Others have less extensive 
non-thesis paper (n = 19, 31%) or an elaborated course paper (n = 8, 13%) in senior seminars as a 
locus for demonstrating mastery-level undergraduate discovery performance (see Figure 3). As (honors) 
theses can take up extensive mentoring, guidance, and review by faculty, some departments consider 
different options, such as short research reports. For example, in Molecular & Cell Biology (MCB), 
“some non-honors students who do research for MCB 199 credit also write up short reports, 
particularly if they are doing research in non-MCB laboratories (Not strictly required or standardized).” 
Five departments engage students in artistic production as a culminating discovery experience (music 
composition and performance, physical artwork, visual performance, theatrical performance and dance, 
and creative writing).  
 
Figure 3. Frequent types of culminating discovery student products  
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Statistics: Students will apply statistical analysis methods to a 
real-world data problem. This includes identifying an 
important problem in the real world, finding a relevant data 
set, formulating the problem in statistical language, applying 
statistical theory to critically question the analysis, and 
communicating the results in the form of a written report, a 
poster, and/or an oral presentation. 
 
Physics: To encourage students to get involved in research, we 
developed the Berkeley Physics Undergraduate Research 
Scholars Program. It grants students a $500 stipend per 
semester for completing a research project with a faculty 
member. A final deliverable (write-up) and a poster 
presentation are required. 
 
 

Music: In the upper-division students apply these skills to more 
independent and more synthetic projects, which include 
(among other things) independent oral presentations on 
musical works or issues; writing their own music based on 
models studied in class; the preparation and delivery of public 
pre-performance lectures; or developing and preparing a 
program for a concert, writing the program notes, and 
presenting the concert to classmates and the public. 
 

Integrative Biology: Professor Robert Full teaches a course in 
"bio-inspired design" in collaboration with some of our bio-
engineering faculty that challenges students to invent new 
solutions to biomedical problems; outcomes range from 
publication to patents. 
 
Bioengineering: Particularly successful research work can result 
in authorship on a peer reviewed publication, while a Capstone 
team can continue their work by forming a company, and 
compete in business plan or design competitions. 
 

n = number of departments 
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Just because students produce a research paper does not mean that students built their discovery 
competencies. The French department pointed out the need to carefully design discovery 
assignments and describes both less and more extensive ways to engage students in discovery in the 
humanities: “While we believe that writing papers, be they research or interpretive, must qualify as a 
kind of discovery, it stands to reason that papers responding to instructor prompts are less on 
the side of Discovery Learning than paper assignments that ask students to elaborate their 
own questions and subjects. The latter can occur in numerous classes, not only our most obvious 
discovery courses, to wit, the Senior Seminar and the two-semester Honors Thesis sequence. But 
even beyond the production of longer-form projects (papers or theses), it should be noted 
that most of our classes presume that the very reading of historically, generically, and 
geographically unfamiliar texts is a discovery experience, and the faculty aim at facilitating 
the skill of making sense or conceptualizing, independently and then through discussion” 
(Department of French). 
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B. Discovery Learning in the Curriculum 
 
1. How many Discovery Learning courses are offered across the undergraduate curriculum? 

SURVEY QUESTION: Which of [your courses offered in the past 3 years] support the discovery learning you described in 
the previous question?  Please select those courses you have consistently offered that provide discovery learning…If 
the course is NOT intentionally designed to provide students with discovery learning opportunities, please do not select 
the course 
 

Departments were asked to identify undergraduate courses that were intentionally designed to engage 
students in their majors with Discovery Learning, resulting in a total of 1,096 courses. Important notes 
about the data: 
 

1. Courses identified by departments as Discovery Learning were included if they were offered in 
academic years 2015-16, 2016-17, or 2017-18.  

2. Each Discovery Learning course is counted once although it may have been identified by more 
than one department or degree program. 

3. L&S Administered Programs includes courses offered by School of Law, School of Public Health, 
and School of Social Welfare. 

4. L&S Undergrad Studies Division includes courses offered in American Studies, Interdisciplinary 
Studies, and Media Studies. 

5. Slavic Languages and Literatures and Spanish and Portuguese are not represented in the course 
analyses, since no courses were identified in the survey.  
 

Haas (70%) and CED (56%) identified the highest percentage of their total courses offered as having 
Discovery Learning opportunities. L&S Undergrad Studies (13%) had the lowest percentage (see Figure 
4). 
 
Figure 4. Discovery Learning courses in the curriculum  

 
A detailed chart with this data is in Appendix B: Table B5  
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2. What types of Discovery Learning are identified in courses?  
SURVEY QUESTION: For [the courses you selected that provide discovery learning], indicate whether the course activities are 
about the following types of projects/work… 

 
The arc of Discovery usually falls within one of four general types of work. Departments were 
prompted to tag each course they identified in the survey as supporting Discovery Learning, with one of 
these four types: Research, Creative Work, Community Engagement/Field Studies, and Entrepreneurial. 
Of the 1,096 unique courses identified as Discovery Learning courses, 81% (n = 891) were tagged 
with one or more Discovery Learning types. Similar to the qualitative data in Section A.1. which 
discussed Discovery Learning types at the department level, Research was also the type identified most 
often at the course level. This is true when a course had one tag or multiple tags.  
 
 
Figure 5. Courses with multiple Discovery types 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
One hundred seventy-seven courses were identified with two types. Of those courses that were 
identified as Research and one other type, that other type was most often Creative (n = 81), followed 
by Community Engagement (n = 71) and then Entrepreneurial (n = 5). Three types were identified in 69 
courses and all four types were tagged in 9 courses. For courses that were identified as three types (N = 
69), 88% (n = 61) had Research as one of the types. Fifty-four courses were tagged as Research, 
Creative, and Community, 8 courses were identified as Creative, Community, and Entrepreneurial and 7 
courses were tagged as Research, Creative, and Entrepreneurial. For courses that were identified as two 
types (N = 169), 88% (n = 149) had Research as one of the types. (see Figure 5) 
 
Two-thirds (68%, n = 743) of all Discovery Learning courses were tagged as Research. This is 
as high as 100% (n = 25) of Discovery Learning courses tagged as Research in L&S Undergrad and 95% 
(n = 35) in L&S Bio Sci and as low as 4% (n = 2) in Haas.  
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Figure 6. Proportion of Discovery Learning (DL) courses identified as Research 

  
Of all courses tagged with a Discovery Learning type, 23% (n = 251) were identified as Creative, 
with CED having the highest percentage of Creative courses with 61% (n = 34). L&S MPS had 38% (n = 
21) of its courses identified as Creative, with most of those courses coming from Earth & Planetary 
Science (n = 9) and Physics (n = 9). In Engineering 32% (n = 38) of Discovery Learning courses were 
identified as Creative, most from Mechanical Engineering (n = 13), Industrial Engineering & Operations 
Research (n = 10) and Bioengineering (n = 7). Both Haas and L&S Administered Programs did not 
identify any of their courses as Creative.  
 
Figure 7. Proportion of Discovery Learning (DL) courses identified as Creative 
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The third most tagged Discovery type was Community Engagement or Field Studies, with 17% (n 
= 187) of courses being tagged as such. This course type was defined in the survey as: “Collaborative 
projects with community partners outside the university on broad social issues and interests, and/or 
opportunity to apply knowledge gained in the class to practice in the field.” The term “field studies” had 
different meanings for different audiences, and the survey instrument did not define it beyond the 
aforementioned broad definition. Therefore, the “Community Engagement or Field Studies” category 
was interpreted broadly by departments and includes a diverse range of community engagement 
experiences and different types work in the field. Some courses just touched community engagement or 
just touched field studies while other courses integrated both.  
 
Figure 8. Proportion of Discovery Learning (DL) courses identified as Community Engagement/Field Studies 

 
 
Ethnic Studies 197 is an example of the Community Engagement theme as the course engages students 
in labor unions and community organizing. Field Studies is an integral component to many courses in 
CED, including City and Regional Planning 140, where students spend a lot of time learning from cities 
via field studies. There are also research-based field studies courses like Plant & Microbial Biology 113 
that introduces students to macro fungi in the lab and in the field. Some courses combine community 
engagement with technical skills such as Computer Science 169 where teams of students work with a 
local non-profit or campus unit to design, plan, develop, test and deploy a software-as-a-service 
application.   
 
Of the 187 courses tagged with Community Engagement or Field Studies, 71% (n = 133) were also 
tagged with Research. Only 17% (n = 31) were tagged with just Community Engagement or Field Studies 
and 12% (n = 22) were tagged with another combination of two or three course types. 
 
CED was the division most likely to have Community Engagement or Field Studies courses (66%, n = 
37). CNR identified 40% (n = 32) of its Discovery Learning courses as related to Community 
Engagement or Field Studies, predominantly in Environmental Science, Policy and Management (n = 20) 
and Plant & Microbial Biology (n = 8). L&S Biological Sciences had 38% (n = 14), all in Integrative Biology. 
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Since the survey instrument did not provide a more detailed definition of the term field studies, there are 
likely are other courses with research-orientated work in the field that were not tagged with 
Community Engagement or Field Studies but rather solely with Research. The report authors 
acknowledge this course type was very broad in its application. 
 
Finally, just 5% (n = 52) of courses were identified as Entrepreneurial. Engineering (14%, n = 17), 
Chemistry (12%, n = 2) and Haas (7%, n = 4) had the greatest percentage of Discovery Learning courses 
identified as Entrepreneurial. L&S A&H had the greatest number (n = 19) identified as Entrepreneurial, 
all of these concentrated in the English (n = 6), Theater Dance and Performance Studies (n = 5), Art 
Practice (n = 5) and Music (n = 3) Departments. L&S Administered and L&S Undergraduate Studies each 
did not identify any courses as Entrepreneurial. 
 
Figure 9. Proportion of Discovery Learning (DL) courses identified as Entrepreneurial  
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the Discovery type identified from the open-ended responses. Note that the Discovery type for the 
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could possibly be due to any of the following:  
 

• Department has a holistic idea of what Discovery Learning is for curricular and co-curricular 
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• Department highlighted only prominent features of Discovery Learning and therefore focused its 
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• A particular type of Discovery was highlighted in the co-curricular section of the survey, thus  
particular Discovery types did not appear in the course-level data. (Open-ended description > 
course-level Discovery type)   
 

• Departments’ interpretation of Discovery type (when identifying Discovery type in the course-
level question) differed from that of the open-ended data coders’ interpretation.  

 
Regardless of above reasons, it is interesting to know whether departments have over- or under- 
identified Discovery type in the qualitative narrative responses or in quantitative multiple-choice course 
data. Appendix B Tables B1 and B2 display department-level information on (a) which discovery types 
were indicated in the disciplinary Discovery Learning definitions, curricular information, or in co-
curricular descriptions (Table B1), and (b) any Discovery type that was selected for at least one course 
by the department (Table B2).   
 
In total, 40 out of 59 departments showed differences in Discovery type offerings between the 
qualitative and quantitative data sources. Table 2 displays the number of departments with discrepancies. 
Engineering Science, History, Slavic Languages and Literatures, and Spanish and Portuguese were 
excluded from the comparison, since there were either no courses listed as Discovery or Discovery 
types were not identified in the course-level responses.  
 
It was more common for a Discovery type to be selected in a department’s courses but not mentioned 
in its open-ended responses, rather than the other way around. The discrepancies were the largest in 
Creative, followed by Entrepreneurship, for Discovery types represented more in courses over open-
ended Discovery Learning definitions.   
 
Table 2. Discrepancies of Discovery type results between course-level selection data and coded open-ended data  

Total number of departments with 
differences  
 

Research 
Community 

engagement & 
Field Studies 

Creative Entrepreneur-
ship 

Discovery type addressed in open-
ended but not selected in courses 1 8 2 2 

Discovery type selected in courses but 
not described in open-ended responses 0 9 21 14 
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C. Levels of Curricular Discovery Learning 
SURVEY QUESTION: [For those courses you have consistently offered that provide discovery learning], indicate the 
course’s primary level of discovery learning from the three expected levels described below. 

 
As departments identified courses that were intentionally designed to provide students with Discovery 
Learning opportunities, in addition to associating each course with a Discovery Learning type, 
departments they were asked to identify one level of learning, specifically: 
 

a) Introductory opportunities to foster understanding of foundational concepts and 
techniques needed for Discovery. 

b) Develop and refine knowledge, skills and values for Discovery by applying what was/is 
learned and learning from application. 

c) Mastery of Discovery resulting in a culminating performance, product, project or paper. 
 
 
1. How does Discovery Learning appear across course levels? 
 
The distribution of courses across the three types of Discovery levels (introductory, develop/refine and 
mastery) varies across Divisions. Haas does not identify any of its courses as offering introductory level 
Discovery Learning, most likely because it offers fewer than 10 lower division courses in total. All 
Divisions offer courses within each of the levels. 
 
Figure 10. Discovery Learning courses at each curricular level 

   
 
-The highest level was taken for courses identified by more than one degree program 
-Discovery Learning Courses were excluded if a level was not chosen for a course 
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2. How do intentionally sequenced Discovery Learning courses appear in the curriculum? 
SURVEY QUESTION: Among the courses you identified in the previous pages as providing discovery learning, describe if 
there are courses that are intentionally connected or designed in a sequence to build student learning in one course 
with another course.  

 
Offering courses at each level does not automatically transfer to intentionally linked, or scaffolded 
courses. However, 39 departments articulated an intentional sequence either across or 
between curricular levels. A total of 12 departments focused on pre-capstone to capstone or creating 
a new capstone course.  
 
Figure 11. Locations of intentional curricular design sequence  
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foundational requirement course, all students in the major take PS 3 where students are exposed to 
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4, 5) build on PS 3 to introduce topics and methodological issues in various subfields. The upper division 
courses further allow students to explore applied analytical skills used in the subfields and to formulate 
and defend original arguments through variety of methods. A smaller cohort of students will have the 
option to engage in advanced research through junior seminars and Honor’s courses.  
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The French Department explains how Discovery Learning is woven through their curriculum, and 
how it shapes their students’ approach to research: “[We] feel that it only makes sense to see discovery 
learning as a continuum linking many different parts of the curriculum.” Students “elaborate their own 
questions and subjects…in numerous classes, not only our most obvious discovery courses, to wit, the 
Senior Seminar and the two-semester Honors Thesis sequence…. The overall goal of our instruction is 
the cultivation of the ability to read actively, to identify problems, to weigh evidence and 
discriminate between sources, and to unlearn what we think we know.” 
 
Some departments have recently made curricular modifications in the lower division to gateway courses 
in order to give more coherent learning experience and to give more accelerated introduction to the 
field.   
 
Electrical Engineering & Computer Science: The EE lower division went through an extensive 
revision fairly recently, changing our traditional beginning courses for majors, so that students would be 
introduced more quickly to some of the exciting innovations that Electrical Engineering has produced, 
while still grounding students early in the program in the fundamental knowledge they will need in their 
upper division courses.  The material in the upper division has been shifting both to accommodate these 
revisions and to respond to the increasing numbers of students in many of our upper division courses. 
 
Scandinavian: Both Scandinavian 60 (Heroic Legends of the North) and 75 (Literature and Culture of 
the Nordic World) are new additions to our curriculum in order to better prepare the students for the 
major and, ultimately, to create foundations for discovery learning. In order to create greater coherence 
in the major we have created terracing of the requirements to create a stronger sense of progression 
from introductory to capstone courses. To that end, we introduced a new requirement of two lower-
division gateway courses for the major in addition to the beginning language sequences (we had no 
regularly taught lower-division courses before). The new gateway course (Scand 75) taught in fall is an 
adaptation of an existing infrequently taught greatest-hits introductory course by the same number, but 
now with the course content adjusted forward in time to exclude the medieval material that we had 
included in the past. The addition of the second undergraduate gateway course, Scandinavian 60, which 
is to be taught every spring, provides a lower-division curricular anchor point in the medieval material to 
match the one surveying the modern era. All majors are required to take both gateway courses and to 
gain a transhistorical understanding of both medieval and modern Scandinavian cultures, regardless of 
their eventual concentration within the major. 
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D. Discovery Learning Courses as Degree Requirements 
SURVEY QUESTION: For the departmental and non-departmental courses that you indicated as intentionally 
addressing discovery learning, what type of degree requirement are they: Lower-division prerequisite, upper-division 
core requirement, elective requirement, enrichment/breadth course, other 

 
1. What is the distribution of Discovery Learning courses across types of degree requirements? 
 
Of the 1,096 courses that were identified as Discovery Learning courses, 977 were tagged with one or 
more types of degree requirement. Courses mentioned by multiple degree programs are counted once 
in the division in which the course is offered. Courses with different types of requirements were 
counted first as a prerequisite, then core requirement, elective requirement, or enrichment. Courses 
tagged with “Other” were only counted as such if they were not tagged as any other requirement type.   
 
Across divisions, 14% (n = 140) of courses are prerequisites, 28% (n = 276) are core 
requirements, 36% (n = 354) are elective requirements, 11% (n = 103) are enrichment/breadth 
courses and 11% (n = 104) are other types of requirement. Examples of how departments described 
“Other” courses include courses associated with internships, gateway courses that do not count for 
specific requirements, independent study courses, freshman/sophomore seminars, research, Reading & 
Composition courses and other university-level requirements.  In L&S Biological Sciences, all courses 
recorded as “other” are cluster requirements (i.e., take X number of courses from a cluster of courses). 
 
Figure 12. The type of requirement for courses identified as having Discovery Learning components 

 

  
Courses mentioned by multiple degree programs are counted once in each division in which the course is offered 
A detailed chart with this data is in Appendix B: Table B4  
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2. How many degree programs have at least one required course at each Discovery Learning level? 
 
The previous section displayed Discovery Learning courses by type of degree requirement.  This section 
takes those degree requirements in degree programs, and groups them by division. The majority of 
degree programs had at least one required course at each Discovery Learning level, 
specifically, 66% at the Introductory level, 68% at the Develop/Refine level and 61% at the Mastery level. 
The College of Environmental Design is the only division where all degree programs required at least 
one Discovery Learning course at each level. In L&S Social Sciences, 65% of degree programs have 
requirements at each level.  
 
It is important to note that required Discovery Learning courses at each level does not indicate 
intentionally sequenced or scaffolded courses. See Findings: Section C.2. for data on course sequencing.  
Additionally, not requiring a course at a certain level does not mean that students are not taking courses 
at that level. For example, none of the degree programs in L&S Biological Sciences require a course at 
the Mastery level, however over one-third of their students end up taking at least one course at the 
Mastery level. 
 
Table 3. Degree programs with at least one required course at a particular Discovery Learning level, by Division 

Division (total count of 
degree programs) 

Introductory   Develop / Refine   Mastery 
# %   # %   # % 

Chemistry (N = 4) 3 75%   4 100%   4 100% 

Engineering (N = 13) 8 62%   8 62%   9 69% 

CED (N = 4) 4 100%   4 100%   4 100% 

CNR (N = 12) 8 67%   8 67%   7 58% 

Haas (N = 1) 0 0%   1 100%   1 100% 

L&S Administered (N = 3) 2 67%   1 33%   2 67% 

L&S A&H (N = 33) 22 67%   21 64%   15 45% 

L&S BioSci (N = 6) 1 17%   5 83%   0 0% 

L&S MPS (N = 11) 8 73%   4 36%   8 73% 

L&S SocSci (N = 17)iii 13 76%   14 82%   13 76% 

L&S Undergrad (N = 3) 2 67%   3 100%   2 67% 

Total (N = 107) 71 66%   73 68%   65 61% 
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E. Student Engagement in the Discovery Curriculum 
 
The purpose of this section is to understand the baseline for our campus to reach the goal 
of 100% of Berkeley undergraduate students having the opportunity to graduate with a 
Discovery Experience. 
 
Results in this section are based on undergraduate degree recipients in the 2016-17 academic year and 
reflects courses they took over their entire time at UC Berkeley. Degree recipients who took the 
majority of their coursework ten or more years ago (n = 70) were excluded because their coursework 
does not match the 2015-2018 curriculum. 
 
1. How many Discovery Learning courses do students take? 
 
Students take the greatest number of courses at the Introductory level, followed by the Develop/Refine 
level and the fewest number of courses at the Mastery level.   
 
Across divisions, freshman entrants tend to take more Discovery Learning courses at every level than 
transfer entrants do. This is not surprising as they have more semesters on campus during which to take 
these courses. Haas freshman and transfer entrants took the greatest average number of Mastery-level 
courses (15.9 and 13.7, respectively) at graduation, followed by CED freshman and transfer entrants (8.5 
and 7.5 courses) and L&S Undergraduate Studies freshman and transfer entrants (7.0 and 5.7 courses). 
L&S Biological Sciences had the lowest average number of Mastery courses per students, with 2.8 for 
freshman entrants and 2.5 for transfer entrants. 
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Figure 13. Average count of Discovery courses taken per student at each curricular level  
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2. What percentage of students take Discovery Learning courses? 
 
For the 2016-2017 degree recipients, the majority of bachelor’s degree recipients leave UC 
Berkeley having taken at least one Discovery Learning course at the Develop/Refine level 
(94%) and one course at the Mastery level (70%). The proportion of transfer students taking such 
courses is slightly lower than that of freshman entrants.   
 
Table 4. Proportions of 2016-17 freshmen-entrant degree recipients with at least one Develop/Refine- and 
Mastery-level Discovery Learning course 

 Percentage of freshmen entrants with…  

 
no Develop/Refine 
or Mastery course 

at least one 
Develop/Refine 

course 

at least one 
Mastery 

course 

total # of 
degree 

recipients 
Haas 0% 100% 100% 291 
CED 0% 100% 98% 94 
Chemistry 1% 89% 91% 152 
Engineering 0% 96% 90% 675 
L&S MPS 2% 95% 82% 480 
L&S Undergrad 0% 100% 81% 309 
CNR 1% 97% 71% 425 
L&S A&H 5% 91% 69% 348 
L&S SocSci 3% 96% 66% 1,616 
L&S Administered 7% 91% 63% 954 
L&S BioSci 4% 94% 38% 689 

Total 3% 95% 70% 6,033 
  
Table 5. Proportions of 2016-17 transfer-entrants degree recipients with at least one Develop/Refine- and 
Mastery-level Discovery Learning course 

 Percentage of transfer entrants with…  

 
no Develop/Refine 
or Mastery course 

at least one 
Develop/Refine 

course 

at least one 
Mastery 

course 

 total # of 
degree 

recipients  
Haas 0% 100% 100% 98 
CED 0% 100% 100% 86 
Chemistry 2% 96% 88% 49 
Engineering 0% 94% 84% 161 
L&S MPS 3% 91% 81% 174 
L&S A&H 6% 77% 75% 445 
L&S Undergrad 0% 99% 74% 155 
CNR 2% 97% 68% 158 
L&S SocSci 4% 93% 59% 882 
L&S Administered 18% 79% 44% 153 
L&S BioSci 1% 97% 34% 77 

Total 4% 91% 69% 2,438 
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3. Which students do not take Discovery Learning courses? 
 
At graduation, only 3% (n = 178) of freshman entrants and 4% (n = 106) of transfer entrants 
had not taken a course at the Develop/Refine or Mastery level during their time at 
Berkeley. The majors with a relatively higher percentage of students not taking these courses are 
displayed here: 
 
Table 6. Departments with no 2016-17 degree recipients with at least one Develop/Refine- or Mastery-level 
Discovery Learning course  

  
Degree recipients with no course at the 

Develop/Refine or Mastery level 

  Freshmen entrants Transfer entrants 

L&S Administered Programs   
  L&S Legal Studies 17% (n = 19) 34% (n = 21) 
  L&S Public Health 21% (n = 43) 24% (n = 4) 
L&S Arts & Humanities   
 Philosophy 19% (n = 5) 27% (n = 16) 
 Rhetoric 21% (n = 8) 22% (n = 5) 
L&S Biological Sciences    
  Integrative Biology 9% (n = 24) 0% (n = 0) 
L&S Social Sciences    
 Psychology 11% (n = 22) 9% (n = 13) 

 

 
Degree recipients with multiple majors are counted once in each division 

 
 
4. What percentage of students take 199 independent studies courses? 
 
Independent studies courses numbered 199 are small courses where students pursue independent work 
under the guidance of a faculty member. Across the curriculum, 89 such courses were offered in the 
past three academic years. One-third (n = 29) of these were identified as Develop/Refine or Mastery-
level courses in the survey. The 29 independent studies 199 courses identified as part of the arc of 
Discovery are distributed across most Divisions: CNR (n = 8), L&S MPS (n = 6), and L&S Bio Sciences (n 
= 5), L&S A&H (n = 3), Chemistry (n = 3), L&S Social Sciences (n = 2), and Engineering (n = 2). The data 
on these 29 courses are integrated into the overall Discovery Learning data.  
 
However, as 199 courses can be a traditional means for offering Discovery Learning, and generally 
outside of the formal curriculum, it is interesting to review these data. The following data are for degree 
recipients who took any 199 course, not just those 29 independent studies 199 courses identified as 
part of the arc of Discovery.  
 
For freshman entrants graduating in 2016-17, 34% of CNR students, 27% of Haas students and 26% of 
Biological Sciences students took at least one 199 course during their time at Berkeley. For transfer 
entrants, 31% of L&S BioSci students and 26% of CNR students took at least one 199 course. See Figure 
14. 
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Figure 14. Percent of 206-17 degree recipients who took at least one Independent Studies 199 course  
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F. Curricular Gap, Constraints/Limitations and Needs for Scaling 
 
With the long-term goal in mind of all students having the opportunity to culminate their arc of 
Discovery with a Discovery Experience before graduating, the survey solicited departments’ assessment 
of the existing gaps that keep them from offering mastery-level Discovery Learning for all majors and 
what they would need to fill these gaps. 
 
1. Curricular gaps for Discovery 

SURVEY QUESTION:  Describe if there are gaps in the types and levels of discovery learning in the curriculum. In order 
to fill the gap, if you have any plans to make any modifications across courses or in requirements to ensure students in 
the major has a more seamless or robust discovery learning experience, please explain. 

 
A total of 40 degree programs currently have some kind of curricular gap that does not allow all 
majors in the program to demonstrate discipline-specific mastery-level Discovery. The largest gap 
existed at the level of the final, culminating project (for simplicity, we will call it the capstone). For 20 
degree programs, capstone opportunities seems to be limited to only a subset of students in 
the major. Six degree programsiv mentioned that their majors currently don’t have a capstone 
opportunity to integrate and synthesize the Discovery Learning that is happening across courses. Two 
of these six programs are considering adding a capstone experience for the major. Spanish and 
Portuguese is considering modifying an existing writing intensive course (135w) into a "capstone" or 
"senior year" experience. At Haas Business School, faculty are having “ongoing discussions about how 
to effectively implement a capstone experience and leadership course sequence into the undergraduate 
curriculum” as part of a larger initiative to make the undergraduate core curriculum more coherent. To 
scale a capstone, Haas is thinking of creating a “menu of options students can choose from in their 
senior year. All options (e.g. international case competition, honors thesis, Haas Travel Study) would be 
vetted and approved by faculty in advance as having met the criteria of a discovery experience.”  
 
2. Pain points for scaling mastery-level discovery courses to all majors  

SURVEY QUESTION: Would it be possible to offer mastery level discovery learning course opportunities for all students 
in your major? If you currently do not offer discovery learning courses or if you have discovery learning courses that 
are only offered on an ad-hoc basis, one-time only, or to specific subset of students within the major, please explain 
why that is the case. What limits you from offering discovery experiences to all students in your major?  

 
Top reasons for limited Discovery Learning offerings at the mastery-level have to do with too many 
students in the major and not enough faculty to provide students with a capstone 
experience and mentoring. More than half of respondents (28 out of 51 degree responses) said that 
they need more faculty FTE to scale Discovery Learning at the mastery level for all majors. In the same 
line, approximately 30% of the 51 degree respondents say they have too many majors enrolled in a 
degree program to manage and guide a capstone, therefore leading to faculty having less available time 
(18%).  
 
To mitigate this issue, five (10%) departments suggested more support to hire GSIs for writing and 
research mentoring for undergraduate research. Additionally, six (12%) majors suggest the need to 
embed more hands-on experiments and projects in coursesv, for more facility space (lab, 
studios, performance space) for students to engage in discovery activities, and more funding in general to 
support the effort.  
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Figure 15. Needs and challenges to offer mastery-level Discovery courses for all majors  

 
 
Large departments that expect their majors to be involved in faculty and campus-external lab research for 
credit have challenges with ways to monitor or capture students’ Discovery Learning. Molecular and 
Cell Biology explains that “requiring a capstone report from all students who wish to earn credit for 
research poses numerous practical challenges. For example, it would be difficult for our Department to 
provide guidance on or assess reports from students working in labs outside the Department, and it 
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Global Studies: It is not possible to 
offer discovery for all students in 
the major. We are a large major 
with no faculty FTE. Doing a 
discovery experience is both time 
and labor intensive, and we just 
don't have sufficient resources to 
do more than what we are doing 
already. 
 

 

Music: The biggest gap is that not enough of the 
students who are qualified to do so do an honors 
project.  This is partly a result of limited faculty 
advising time, but also an issue of inadequate 
exposure and information sharing.  Not all students 
realize that this is an option, and some probably think 
that the senior/honors project is only for a few very 
special students. 

Chemistry: Chem 4B provides a first 
experience in designing a research experiment. 
Chem 96 then explains the types of problems 
being done in real research labs. Additional 
discovery experiments in upper division labs 
(in addition to Chem 105, 108 and 115, e.g. 
125) might be helpful in preparation for or in 
conjunction with research. 

MCB, Bio Chemistry & Molecular Biology: Graduate 
student researchers and postdocs generally provide 
the time and effort to train undergraduates. Some 
choose to do so for their own career development, 
since experience in training junior scientists is a 
major asset in research at all levels in academia and 
elsewhere. Motivated undergraduates who have 
received good training and are working on an 
appropriate project can contribute measurably to 
the pace of research, so providing these training 
opportunities may also benefit the mentor and lab 
as a whole. 
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would be impractical to require laboratories elsewhere to provide training in scientific 
writing; this would likely discourage some labs from accepting undergraduate trainees. Many graduate 
students also lack sufficient training, experience, or skill in scientific writing to provide 
expert feedback.”  
 
Some departments are making or discussing modifications to an existing course or creating a new course 
to provide intentional Discovery Learning. Such examples include but are not limited to:  
 

• Modifying an assignment in existing courses or creating a new course to utilize real-world 
datasets and respond to contemporary research needs. (e.g., Bioengineering: “BioE 115 
(Cell Biology for Engineers) has been recently revamped through a Curricular Innovation grant in 
2017. It is taken by over half of our undergraduates (64 students/year), and culminates in a half-
semester final research project. The final project was transformed from a toy project model to 
bring it in line with actual research interests in stem cell and tissue engineering, giving 
undergraduates an opportunity to answer open questions that have been previously explored in 
BioE 114: Engineering Cells and BioE 115.”)  
 

• Developing a course on research and writing to help students (and a specific course for 
transfer students) develop their skills towards thesis work. (Rhetoric: “Currently students get 
guidance on rhetoric research methods for thesis through one-on-one faculty mentoring and 
group workshop outside the courses. Developing a 2 unit course on research and writing will 
better help students to develop their skills towards thesis work.” Slavic: “As of several years 
ago, we instituted a gateway seminar Slavic 100 designed to teach research and presentation 
skills. Each student writes a serious research paper and presents it to the class. The seminar is 
required of all majors and taken by many minors and non-majors.”)  

 
• Making a writing intensive course a senior-year capstone course (Spanish & 

Portuguese: “We are currently in discussion about making 135w (writing intensive) more of a 
"capstone" or "senior year" experience. This is not a gap, but we are thinking about how we 
could structure a culminating discovery experience into the major.”)  
 

We also have a few departments reviewing the entire curriculum to provide more in-depth engagement 
with students in small seminars or tutorials:  
 

• Revamping or reducing major requirements to allow more faculty to offer senior seminar 
courses (e.g., Media Studies: “We are currently planning on revamping our major requirements 
to free up teaching power to offer a senior seminar class each semester. We would then require 
either a senior seminar or equivalent advanced film production class of all graduating seniors 
(about 50-60 per year”). 
 

• More individualized research guidance opportunities throughout the curriculum, such as 
creating a one-credit add-ons to existing courses. (e.g., Slavic: In the last year we have 
recently redesigned all our major and minor tracks, to provide for more individualization and to 
address the specific needs of students who prefer literature, history or culture. We have also 
allowed tutorial add-ons (100 L and 100 R) to replace a class in the major.  These add-ons are 
one-unit independent study classes added to already standing courses.  They permit the students 
to focus in depth on a specific topic they write a longer, more theoretical and research-intensive 
final paper or to improve their knowledge of the original language by reading passages in depth in 
the original.)  
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G. Co-curricular Discovery Opportunities 
 
What kind of non-course (co-curricular) opportunities can we intentionally design for students to apply 
what they learned about Discovery outside the regular courses? In many degree programs, student 
engagement in Discovery happens not only in courses but also in non-curricular research and field 
opportunities. Some co-curricular Discovery opportunities (e.g., working in a faculty lab, internships, and 
student competitions) are closely tied to curriculum in certain departments and undergraduate students 
are highly encouraged to participate in them as part of their Berkeley education. This section introduces 
various types of departmental efforts in creating on- and off-campus opportunities for undergraduate 
students to hone their skills in research, creative work, entrepreneurial projects, and community 
engagement/field studies.  
 
1. Co-curricular opportunity types 
Q4-1: Beyond coursework, what are other ways that students engage in Discovery Experiences? What kind of departmental 
efforts do you have in place to encourage that kind of activity? 
 
The Discovery Learning opportunities outside the curriculum mentioned in the survey were mostly 
ones organized by the department, but also included opportunities offered by campus-level units, 
department- or campus-affiliated research centers and museums, and campus-external organizations. 
most frequently mentioned by departments were research/faculty lab (n = 25), internship (n = 25), 
study abroad and other off-campus programs (n = 16), field trips/course (n = 18), student 
club/group (n = 17), URAP (n = 15), and independent study (n = 14).  
 
Figure 16. Department-facilitated co-curricular opportunities  
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ESPM: At the upper division, courses encourage in-
depth, critical analysis of the discipline and related 
research, and may offer active participation in lab 
and field studies. At this stage students may 
participate in internships/externships, honors 
research, independent research projects, 
conference presentations, mentoring and teaching 
of others, outreach/extension, and service 
learning projects. The goal is for students to 
become confident and fluent in relevant 
approaches to research and learning, review and 
reinforce conceptual connections, how to pose 
and investigate research questions, and how to 
prioritize their interests and activities and assess 
how, in a given situation, they can make a 
difference. They will be able to think critically 
about information obtained from diverse 
sources. 
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Some departments actively collaborate with student groups, so that students lead and organize 
opportunities for research, outreach and mentoring, student publications, and presentations. Statistics 
and Sociology in particular have very active student organizations that facilitate co-curricular 
opportunities for their fellow students (see diagram below) 
 
Figure 17. Co-curricular activities facilitated by Statistics Undergraduate Student Association   

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 18. Co-curricular research opportunities and student groups in Sociology   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Besides Berkeley Connect, some departments offer mentorship programs to acculturate undergraduates 
into the discipline and provide guidance on research and in some cases future career. For example,  

 
CASE STORY: Opportunities for research and leadership in the Department of Sociology 
 

 

 
 

 
CASE STORY: The Statistics 
Department supports the work of 
the Statistics Undergraduate 
Student Association (SUSA).  
 
SUSA’s committees provide 
opportunities for individual 
research projects and real-life 
experience outside of the 
classroom setting.  
 
Students’ opportunities include data 
analysis projects for companies, 
nonprofits, and organizations and 
publishing original research in 
The University Statistics Review. 
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African American Studies: VeVe Clark Institute for Engaged Scholars is an institute that 
advisors, faculty and graduate students work with to help undergraduates understand research 
in African American Studies. The Clark Institute meets monthly, introduces undergraduates to 
graduate level research, faculty on campus working in other departments on related topics and 
gives students an opportunity to get feedback on their research ideas. Undergraduate students 
also meet weekly with graduate student mentors. 
 
Math: We have a directed reading program, which pairs graduate students with undergraduates 
to work on a semester-long project, which has been very successful. Depending on the nature 
of the project this can sometimes be a discovery experience. 
 
Comparative Literature: Mentorship program matches Comparative Literature 
undergraduates with graduate students on a one-on-one basis to discuss language-specific 
literature, career paths, and to build community. 

 
Departments also utilize and encourage Campus-level research opportunities to their undergraduates. 
Study abroad and national off-campus programs as well as the Undergraduate Research Apprenticeship 
Program (URAP) were the most commonly mentioned opportunities.  
 

Figure 19. Campus-facilitated co-curricular opportunities  

   
 
 
Some departments also have their own URAP programs facilitated for the majors:  
 

Linguistics: In LRAP (loosely modeled on the campus URAP), graduate students describe 
research projects in which undergraduate apprentices can play a meaningful, creative role; and 
undergraduates apply to work on those projects, under the overall supervision of faculty 
sponsors. Roughly half our graduate students participate in LRAP, and several dozen 
undergraduates, affording all of them independent research experience in close collaboration 
with a graduate mentor. This has yielded co-authorship of presentations and publications, 
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South & South East Asian Studies: 
Particularly meaningful for our students is 
time spent in the country or countries 
whose lamnguage they study and whose 
culture, literatures, religions and history they 
study. The stay there allows them to 
deepen their language skills and 
immerse themselves in the given 
culture. The point is that such a stay builds 
upon the studies in our department and 
allows the students to make sense of what 
they have learned and to incorporate 
this into their personal lives and 
experience. 

 

n = number of departments 
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collaborative field research, travel to meetings, and other forms of undergraduate 
professionalization as well as experience in all the dimensions of scientific research in linguistics. 
 
Economics: The Lynde Mentoring Program engages undergraduate students to “work with a 
graduate student who has expressed interest in and received training in serving as a mentor for 
undergraduates.  Mentoring means that the graduate student has made a commitment to 
discussing the research process with the [research assistant (RA)], helping the RA see the big 
picture for the research project and the specific tasks the RA is working on, talking with the RA 
about future opportunities in economics or in research (including graduate school options), and 
ensuring that the RA acquires research skills as part of the RA process.  

 
Campus research centers and museums also play a large role in undergraduate students’ Discovery 
Learning. For Art Practice students, Worth Ryder Art Gallery is a pivotal space for them to gain an 
internship experience and learn how to manage the ins and outs of art exhibitions and curations.  
 
Figure 20. Discovery Learning in Worth Ryder Art Gallery Internship Program  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

CASE STORY:  
In Art Practice’s 
Worth Ryder Art Gallery 
Internship Program,  
students… 
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For Discovery Learning opportunities outside the campus, 25 departments mentioned 
internship programs (see Figure 21). Some departments give internship credits for the faculty-
supervised written work students submit. Political Science gives internship/field study credits (197) to 
upper division students placed as an intern in political institutions, depending on the extensiveness of the 
written assignment (10 pages per credit). “Students produce written work under the supervision of a 
faculty member that links their internship experience and observations to theoretical issues in Political 
Science. Some 12-15 students engage in these "Fieldwork in Political Science" internships every year.” 
 
Figure 21. Campus-external co-curricular opportunities  

 
 
ESPM offers students with robust research collaboration opportunities for research, field 
experience, and service in their collaborative network of public and private agencies, research 
labs, museums, field stations, etc. “We encourage students to engage with the public, interest 
groups, and/or the resources available through institutions, including libraries, field 
stations, labs, natural history museums, learning, including capstone courses, service 
learning, and specialized research experiences, made possible by our unique facilities and 
field courses. Our on-campus programs, as well as links to and opportunities within the University 
Cooperative Extension network, provide an unusual spectrum of opportunities for student discovery. 
Our focus on research collaborations, hands-on learning, clinical experiences, and outreach 
opportunities/externships with numerous public and private agencies helps students prepare 
for careers or further study in the areas of environmental science, ecosystem management, conservation 
biology, global change science, environmental policy and management, forestry, range science, 
biotechnology, data science, among many others, as well as preparation for the health professions.” 
 
A unique way to provide students with project management and leadership skills as well as acculturation 
to the disciplinary practices is through conference organization. It also provides students with an 
opportunity to present their research work in a professional forum. Students in Cognitive Science, 
Comparative Literature, and Linguistics lead or assist with conference organization. For example, 
“U.C. Berkeley Comparative Literature Undergraduate Research Symposium is an undergraduate 
conference that draws participants from other undergraduate institutions nationally and internationally.  
With departmental support, students coordinate an international research symposium culminating in a 
full day of presentations and panels. Students get important experience developing themes, receiving and 
reviewing submissions, event promotion, and coordinating among the various individuals involved, 
including the keynote by faculty. Here students gain important skills: developing publicity, 
managing a budget, organizing a large-scale event, and public speaking.”    
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In Linguistics Enrichment Experience 
Program, students receive a graduation-
year certificate for engaging in any of a 
variety of synergistic extracurricular 
activities (e.g. internships in speech 
language pathology, language 
revitalization work in indigenous 
communities). 
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Although departments and campus offer ample co-curricular Discovery opportunities, ensuring students 
become aware of and access those opportunities needs to be prioritized. In CNR, “students are notified 
of opportunities through their weekly newsletters from advisors, emails from the College's 
undergraduate advising office, encouragement and contact with their faculty advisors, and through an 
active community of CNR student organizations. CNR funds undergraduate research at more than 
$100K per year and students were introduced to undergraduate research opportunities through a talk 
on CNR research and lab tours during Golden Bear Orientation” (see a variety of co-curricular 
opportunities provided by the College of Natural Resources).  
 
At the Department of Linguistics, co-curricular enrichment opportunities are organized as a program 
called “Linguistic Enrichment Experience” where the activities are “recorded and recognized by the 
department in the form of an individualized diploma that identifies the experience.” Experiences that 
qualifies as LEEP are: Ling 199 (supervised independent study and senior paper), Ling 198 (Directed 
group study), Ling 197 (Linguistics Research Apprentice Practicum), the Sawyer Scholarship, URAP, Off 
campus Linguistics related internship approved by undergraduate advisors, and other approved activities. 
LEEP activities are intended to “apply linguistic skills and knowledge gained in the major in a novel, 
productive, and synergistic way.” (see website: https://lx.berkeley.edu/academics/undergraduate-
program/linguistics-enrichment-experience-program-leep).    
 

Figure 22. College of Natural Resources: Co-curricular Discovery opportunities   

 

NOTE: Blue boxes are co-curricular opportunities 
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2. Research fora  
SURVEY QUESTION: If you have a department/division/college-wide forum or opportunity where undergraduate 
students give research presentations, tell us (a) what the format is, (b) when it is generally scheduled, (c) 
approximately how many student present every year.   

 
We specifically asked whether departments offer research presentation opportunities for their majors. 
40 departments offered a department- or college-wide (or national conference) research forum and 5 
departments mentioned they do not offer such a forum (17 departments didn’t respond). The most 
common format was oral presentation (weekly informal/formal presentations, coordinated lab 
presentations, industry presentation, competition, etc.), followed by poster sessions, research 
forum/presentations led by student organizations, Cal Day presentations, and professional 
conference (in some cases conferences organized by undergraduate students).  
 

Figure 23. Types of research presentation fora  

 
Some can be informally organized by faculty and others can be more formally organized by a 
department. At EECS, “a number of our upper division courses have poster sessions at the end of the 
semester to report on the results of projects, and faculty send invitations to these to the department. 
Some space in the department is used for students to present their posters for part of a day, as they 
might at a conference.  In May, EECS and the College of Engineering host an annual Undergraduate 
Research Symposium, sponsored by Microsoft, where undergraduate researchers from various faculty 
research groups can present their results.” 
 
Some departments organize an Honor’s Forum or capstone presentation forum at the end of the 
academic year with faculty or external judges who assesses the quality of students’ work and their 
presentation. Samples of such fora with a jury are listed below.  
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CASE STORY: Landscape Architecture, Department-level oral presentation with 
external judges: All the studios (4 in total) in the undergraduate landscape architecture degree 
and the capstone studio in the SED degree require presentations to external juries who 
comment, advise, and evaluate the student projects. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Total responding departments: 45 
No answer: 17 
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25 departments provided an average headcount of students giving presentations in organized research 
fora. Across 25 departments, an average of 26 undergraduate students (SD = 16.26, Min = 5, Max 
= 60) give a research presentation publicly of their substantial research project in a 
department- or college-organized opportunities (Note: If a range was given, an upper number was used 
to calculate the descriptive statistics.).  
 
Some small departments such as South and South East Asian Studies wish to collaborate with 
other near-discipline departments to organize a research forum: “While we regularly organize 
workshops where our students present papers to peers and faculty, they are typically tailored towards 
graduate students. This is an area where we could do more for our undergraduates in the future, but as 
a small department it would be more feasible to achieve this in cooperation with other departments 
with a similar focus such as EALC.    

CASE STORY: CNR Departments, College-wide oral presentation, faculty judges:  
CNR Honors Program: CNR Students with a minimum GPA of 3.6 work with a faculty research 
sponsor on the year -long development of a research project culminating in a final research project 
and a 10 minute research presentation followed by questions from an audience of peers and 
faculty judges. The Honors Research Symposium takes place in December and May and 40-45 
students participate each year. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
l 

 

CASE STORY: Architecture department engage students early on from the 2nd year for project 
presentations. All 2nd, 3rd and 4th year students present their final studio projects in a public 
forum in Wurster Hall the last two weeks of every term. Each students produces numerous 
drawings and models, gives a 10-20 minute verbal presentation of concepts and outcomes and 
then receives feedback from 4-8 faculty members and external critics. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
l 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
 
Types of Discovery Learning: All departments engage students in research, therefore Discovery 
Learning definitions were heavily leaning towards research competencies. Nevertheless, with 28% of 
Discovery Learning courses having two, three or four types of learning, it is clear that learning types and 
culminating projects aren’t confined to a narrow definition. As departments think creatively about how 
to expand Discovery Experience offerings to more of their students, they are encouraged to explore 
including creative, community engagement, field studies and/or entrepreneurial components. 
 
Defining Discovery: Based on the breadth of definitions supplied by departments and the array of 
curricular and co-curricular opportunities offered for students across campus, the faculty (through a 
work group and with the Senate) need to solidify an official definition of undergraduate Discovery 
Experiences and Discovery Learning outcomes. This effort will allow departments that are at the earlier 
stages of developing an arc of Discovery for their majors to learn from departments that are further 
along and align their work with the campus guidelines. 
 
Curricular scaffolding: Most students take at least one course at the Develop/Refine level and the 
majority of students take one at the Mastery level. However, not all of these courses are intentionally 
scaffolded. Intentional curricular design for Discovery Learning sequences, if existing at all, tend to be in 
the upper division (pre-capstone and capstone) levels. As departments reflect on how to enrich their 
students’ arc of Discovery, they are encouraged to incorporate Discovery concepts into introductory 
courses and to build and revise courses in the develop and refine level that create the scaffolding 
necessary to achieve mastery.  
 
Getting to scale: Discovery Learning is currently constrained by faculty availability and large student 
enrollment, given that most departments consider a robust and extensive student work product 
combined with faculty mentoring to be requirements for students to complete a Discovery Experience. 
Building new ways to thread Discovery Learning across the curriculum needs to be considered to 
connect undergraduates with entry points to Discovery in their first year. For example, some 
departments have first-year students engage in small-scale assignments that introduce students to 
unanswered or controversial questions in the field. Other aspects of scaling Discovery include vertical 
learning communities, leveraging emeriti and post-docs for mentorship and team-based projects. 
 
Co-curricular Discovery: Many students have a rewarding Discovery Experience through co-
curricular programs, clubs and activities. Departments should consider how to integrate and assess co-
curricular Discovery Learning and how students document and reflect on their Discovery Learning. 
Faculty need to develop guidelines around what types of non-curricular Discovery Experiences “count” 
as a final, cumulative Discovery Experience and how these experiences will be documented. There may 
be an opportunity to leverage mentoring by staff that could augment the faculty capacity to reach scale. 
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APPENDIX A: Literature on Discovery Learning 
 

Disciplinary Case Studies 
 

1) Engineering at Marquette University 
Goldberg, J. R., & Nagurka, M. L. (2012). Enhancing engineering curriculum: Defining discovery learning 
at Marquette University. 42nd ASEE/IEEE Frontiers in Education Conference, 405-410.  
 
Leaders of the school of engineering at Marquette asked faculty to define Discovery Learning (hereafter 
“DL”), and to describe how the role it plays in student learning in the College of Engineering. They did 
so to advance a definition of DL that was appropriate to their school, and to propose curricular reforms 
and increases in support that would help make DL a more significant part of the curriculum. Here are 
the results. 
 

a) Definition of DL that the authors arrived at: 
Discovery learning within the Marquette University College of Engineering consists of 
student-centered learning methods that employ in-class and extracurricular activities that 
allow students to learn by doing and to apply what they have learned. 

b) Outcomes:  
a. Application: Students should be able to apply what they have learned 
b. Entrepreneurship: Students learn how to business and entrepreneurship module. 
c. Engagement with outside stakeholders: Students are encouraged to participate in 

national and international design competitions 

2) German Department at University of Kansas 
Vyatkina, N. (2013). Discovery learning and teaching with electronic corpora in an advanced German 
grammar course. Die Unterrichtspraxix [Teaching German], 46(1), 44-61.  
 
Nina Vyatkina, a professor of German at the University of Kansas, used a digitized textual corpus and a 
series of increasingly student-led exercises to help students learn German grammar. Different parts of 
the corpus are tagged with labels for different parts/rules/structure of German grammar. The class 
begins with the teacher modelling appropriate use of the corpus and concludes with students 
formulating a question, using the corpus to conduct relevant research, and presenting their findings to 
their classmates. 

a) Definition of DL: Vyatkina does not define the term, but she clearly has in mind a definition 
like the one offered in the previous article 

b) Outcomes 
a. Formulate and solve problems: independently work with authentic texts to 

discover patterns of use and establish meanings 
b. Reflect on the nature of learning: compare grammar as presented in course books 

and as used in authentic texts; develop, explore, and reflect on using strategies of 
learning a language at an advanced level.  
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APPENDIX B: Additional Data Tables  
 
Table B1. Discovery Type from curricular and co-curricular open-ended responses  
 

Division Department Research Community 
Engagement  

& Field Studies 

Creative 
Performance Arts & 

Design Research 

Entrepreneurship 

Clg of 
Chemistry Chem & Biomolecular Eng 1 1 1 1 

Chemistry 1       
Clg of 
Engineering 

Bioengineering 1   1   
Civil & Environmental Eng 1   1   
Electrical Eng & Comp Sci 1   1   
Indust. Eng & Ops Research 1 1 1 1 
Materials Science & Eng 1   1   
Mechanical Engineering 1   1   
Nuclear Engineering 1       

Clg of 
Environmental 
Design 

Architecture 1 1 1   
City & Regional Planning 1 1     
Landscape Arch & Env Plan 1 1 1   

Clg of Natural 
Resources 

Ag & Resource Econ & Pol 1 1     
Env Sci, Policy, & Mgmt 1 1     
Nutritional Sciences & Tox 1       
Plant & Microbial Biology 1 1   1 

Haas  Business 1 1   1 
L&S 
Administered 
Programs 

L&S Legal Studies 1 1     
L&S Public Health 1   1 1 
L&S Social Welfare 1 1     

L&S Arts & 
Humanities  

Art Practice 1   1   
Classics 1 1     
Comparative Literature 1       
East Asian Lang & Culture 1 1     
English 1 1 1   
Film and Media 1   1   
French 1 1     
German 1 1 1   
History of Art 1 1     
Italian Studies 1 1     
Music 1 1 1   
Near Eastern Studies 1       
Philosophy 1       
Rhetoric 1 1     
Scandinavian 1 1     
Slavic Languages & Lit 1       
South & SE Asian Studies 1 1     
Spanish & Portuguese 1       
Theater Dance & Perf Stds 1 1 1   

L&S Biological 
Sciences Div 

Integrative Biology 1 1     
Molecular & Cell Biology 1       

L&S Math & 
Phys Sciences  

Astronomy 1       
Earth & Planetary Science 1 1     
Mathematics 1       
Physics 1       
Statistics 1       

L&S Social 
Sciences 

African American Studies 1 1     
Anthropology 1 1     
Economics 1       
Ethnic Studies 1 1     
Gender & Womens Studies 1 1     
Geography 1 1     
History 1       
ISS_Global Studies/Pol Econ. 1 1     
ISS_Cognitive Science 1       
Linguistics 1 1     
Political Science 1 1     
Psychology 1       
Sociology 1       

L&S 
Undergrad 
Studies  

UGIS_American Studies 1       
UGIS_ISF 1       
UGIS_Media Studies 1       
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Table B2. Discovery Type from course-level data consolidated at the department-level  
 

Division Department Research Community 
Engagement  

& Field Studies 

Creative 
Performance Arts & 

Design Research 

Entrepreneurship 

 

Clg of 
Chemistry Chem & Biomolecular Eng 1   1 1 

Chemistry 1       
Clg of 
Engineering 

Bioengineering 1 1 1 1 
Civil & Environmental Eng 1 1 1   
Electrical Eng & Comp Sci 1 1     
Indust. Eng & Ops Research 1 1 1 1 
Materials Science & Eng 1   1   
Mechanical Engineering 1   1 1 
Nuclear Engineering 1 1 1 1 

Clg of 
Environmental 
Design 

Architecture 1 1 1   
City & Regional Planning 1 1 1 1 
Landscape Arch & Env Plan 1 1 1 1 

Clg of Natural 
Resources 

Ag & Resource Econ & Pol 1 1 1   
Env Sci, Policy, & Mgmt 1 1 1 1 
Nutritional Sciences & Tox 1 1 1   
Plant & Microbial Biology 1 1     

Haas  Business 1 1   1 
L&S 
Administered 
Programs 

L&S Legal Studies 1       
L&S Public Health 1       
L&S Social Welfare 1 1     

L&S Arts & 
Humanities  

Art Practice 1 1 1 1 
Classics 1 1 1   
Comparative Literature 1   1   
East Asian Lang & Culture 1       
English 1 1 1 1 
Film and Media 1 1 1   
French 1 1     
German 1 1 1   
History of Art 1   1   
Italian Studies 1       
Music 1 1 1 1 
Near Eastern Studies 1       
Philosophy 1       
Rhetoric    1   
Scandinavian 1       
Slavic Languages & Lit*        
South & SE Asian Studies 1       
Spanish & Portuguese*        
Theater Dance & Perf Stds 1 1 1 1 

L&S Biological 
Sciences Div 

Integrative Biology 1 1 1 1 
Molecular & Cell Biology 1   1   

L&S Math & 
Phys Sciences  

Astronomy 1       
Earth & Planetary Science 1 1 1   
Mathematics 1   1   
Physics 1   1   
Statistics 1   1 1 

L&S Social 
Sciences 

African American Studies 1 1 1 1 
Anthropology 1 1 1   
Economics 1       
Ethnic Studies 1 1     
Gender & Womens Studies 1 1     
Geography 1 1 1   
History*        
ISS_Global Studies/Pol Econ. 1 1     
ISS_Cognitive Science 1 1 1 1 
Linguistics 1 1 1   
Political Science 1 1     
Psychology 1       
Sociology 1 1     

L&S 
Undergrad 
Studies  

UGIS_American Studies 1   1   
UGIS_ISF 1       
UGIS_Media Studies 1       

*No courses were either listed or marked for Discovery Type in the survey. 
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Table B3. Discovery Learning courses by offering Division  
 

  
# of Discovery 

Learning courses 

Discovery Learning 
Courses as % of 

curriculum 

 

Total courses 
Chemistry 17 21%  81 
L&S Undergrad 25 13%  200 
L&S Administered 27 25%  109 
L&S BioSci 37 22%  168 
Haas 54 70%  77 
L&S MPS  56 28%  198 
CED 56 56%  100 
CNR 81 33%  242 
Engineering 119 32%  372 
L&S SocSci 205 22%  935 
L&S A&H 419 32%  1,310 
Total 1,096 29%  3,792 

 
 
 
Table B4. Details of Discovery Learning courses by requirement type  
 

 Prerequisite 
Core 

requirement 
Elective 

requirement 
Enrichment/ 

Breadth Other 
Division # % # % # % # % # % Total # 
CED 7 13% 34 62% 3 5% 11 20% 0 0% 55 
Chemistry 4 24% 4 24% 6 35% 2 12% 1 6% 17 
CNR 13 18% 51 69% 2 3% 2 3% 6 8% 74 
Engineering 8 8% 24 23% 48 47% 5 5% 18 17% 103 
Haas 0 0% 0 0% 29 100% 0 0% 0 0% 29 
L&S A&H 72 20% 44 12% 169 46% 45 12% 35 10% 365 
L&S Administered 0 0% 17 85% 3 15% 0 0% 0 0% 20 
L&S BioSci 1 3% 7 19% 0 0% 1 3% 28 76% 37 
L&S MPS 11 20% 20 36% 7 13% 13 24% 4 7% 55 
L&S SocSci 22 11% 65 33% 77 39% 21 11% 12 6% 197 
L&S Undergrad 2 8% 10 40% 10 40% 3 12% 0 0% 25 
Total 140 14% 276 28% 354 36% 103 11% 104 11% 977 
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Table B5. High-enrollment Courses at the Mastery Level  
 
• “High-enrollment” was defined as courses with 100+ enrollments at census 
• Courses identified by departments as Discovery Learning and offered in academic years 2015-16, 

2016-17, or 2017-18 
• The highest enrollment was taken for a term during the academic years 2015-16, 2016-17, or 2017-

18 
 

Division Course Name Enrollment 
Clg of Chemistry Chemical Engineering 142 135 

 Chemical Engineering 198 154 
 Chemical Engineering 40 148 
 Chemistry 196 104 
 Chemistry H194 110 

Clg of Engineering Civil & Environmental Eng 198 147 
 Computer Science 168 527 
 Computer Science 169 228 
 Computer Science 184 181 
 Computer Science 194 251 
 Industrial Eng & Ops Rsch 185 155 
 Mechanical Engineering 102B 145 
 Mechanical Engineering 107 110 

Clg of Environmental Design Architecture 100C 116 
 Architecture 100D 119 

Clg of Natural Resources Env Sci, Policy, & Mgmt 163AC 146 
 Env Sci, Policy, & Mgmt 199 102 

Haas School of Business Business Admin-Undergrad 100 215 
 Business Admin-Undergrad 102A 464 
 Business Admin-Undergrad 104 259 
 Business Admin-Undergrad 105 293 
 Business Admin-Undergrad 106 244 
 Business Admin-Undergrad 107 245 
 Business Admin-Undergrad 190T 154 
 Business Admin-Undergrad 195T 113 

L&S Arts & Humanities  English 190 188 
L&S Biological Sciences  Molecular & Cell Biology H196B 105 
L&S Math & Phys Sciences  Statistics 151A 141 
L&S Social Sciences  Anthropology 107 135 

 Anthropology 114 128 
 Political Science 191 101 
 Sociology 190 130 
 Sociology 198BC 154 

L&S Undergrad Studies  Interdisciplinary Studies 190 116 
 
At the Develop/Refine level, there are 97 high-enrollment courses across the following Divisions: 
Chemistry (n = 1), Engineering (n = 11), CED (n = 6), CNR (n = 12), Haas (n = 9), L&S A&H (n = 4), L&S 
BoSci (n = 2), L&S MPS (n = 6), L&S SocSci (n = 39), L&S Undergrad (n = 6), L&S Administered (n = 1).  
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END NOTES: 
i This data point was taken from the “Inventory of Capstone Offerings for the Top 102 Majors on Campus” report, 
produced in January 2017 and a different dataset than the rest of this report. 
 
ii Engineering Science is eliminated from the qualitative analysis due to limited response. 
 
iii The History major did not indicate a level for its Discovery Learning courses. Therefore, it is not included in the 
L&S Social Science count for this table. 
 
iv The number of degree programs with a capstone course was based on whether departments articulated 
capstone as a gap. Therefore, there may be more than 6 degree programs that do not currently have a capstone 
option. Coding of “capstone” was applied when there was a course that requires students to produce a significant 
project or a paper that requires application of cumulative knowledge and skills gained across courses in a degree 
program. 
 
v For example, University of Texas Austin has a Freshman Research Initiative run by the College of Natural 
Sciences. Approximately 900 freshman students “conduct research 6-12 hours per week alongside more seasoned 
scientists to explore real-world questions” and earn course credit (the credit counts towards degree requirement) 
for their engagement. For more information, see https://cns.utexas.edu/fri/about 
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